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On Monday Arlo released its version 2.7.13 update to add HomeKit support to its security cameras. Needless to say, this is a highly-anticipated feature that Arlo users within the iOS ecosystem have been waiting on for quite some time. Was it worth the wait? Watch our hands-on video walkthrough for the details. Update
2/19: Arlo has added HomeKit support for the newest member of the Arlo outdoor camera family, the Arlo Pro 3, according to Apple Insider. The other two cameras that have received HomeKit support, the Arlo Pro 2 and Arlo Ultra 4K camera, were updated last year. Although the Arlo Pro 3 lacks 4K video support like
the Ultra version, it’s less expensive and still comes with the built-in spotlight, which is arguably the more useful feature. To update your Arlo Pro 3, you can follow the same steps as outlined in the post below. Ensure that you’re running the latest version of the Arlo app, and you’ll be able to add your Arlo Pro 3 to
HomeKit for viewing your camera within the Home app. The 2.7.13 update includes full support for HomeKit, including the ability to add your Arlo cameras directly to the Home app, view cameras within the Home app, set up motion detection triggers with other HomeKit-enabled devices, quickly view scenes via interactive
notifications, and ask Siri to stream a particular camera live. Unfortunately, the update only applies to users with Base Station model numbers starting with VMB4000 and VMB4500. In other words, Arlo Pro and Arlo Pro 2 users will gain the new functionality, but Arlo Ultra users will have to continue to be patient as they
await HomeKit support. Arlo Pro 2 HomeKit support video walkthrough Subscribe to 9to5Mac on YouTube for more videos HomeKit is for Arlo Pro and Arlo Pro 2 only (for now) Because I have an Arlo Ultra (full review) camera on my network, I disconnected the old VMB4000 Base Station because it became redundant
once I hooked up the new VMB5000 Base Station required for the newer 4K-capable security camera. The VMB5000 includes backwards compatibility with older Arlo Pro and Arlo Pro 2 hardware, so I felt it was unnecessary to keep the old hub connected. The Arlo VMB4000 Base Station Obviously, my tune quickly
changed once I realized that HomeKit support was here, but remained relegated to the older Base Station hardware. As such, I decided to reconnect the VMB4000, and simply connect all of the Arlo Pro 2 cameras I had on my network to it, leaving the new VMB5000 with its lone Arlo Ultra connected. The VMB5000 (Arlo
Ultra) Base Station isn’t yet compatible with HomeKit Outside of the inconvenience of having to have an additional hub connected to my network, such a setup didn’t make much of a difference in usability. Once Arlo adds support for HomeKit to its newest Base Station, I’ll probably go back to my single setup and put the
older VMB4000 back in storage. Enabling HomeKit Setting up HomeKit support for the Arlo cameras is all done within the Arlo app, so you don’t have to visit the Home app to add the hub, enter any passcodes, etc. I found that adding HomeKit support was a little finicky, but once I got going it was smooth sailing. Once
the update is installed, you’ll see a pop-up within the Arlo app stating that Arlo cameras now work with HomeKit. You can also venture into the hub settings to access a new HomeKit panel specifically geared towards establishing a HomeKit connection. Prior to the HomeKit set up process, you’ll be asked to lend access to
your Home data, which is necessary to get the ball rolling. The app will then walk you through the entire process of adding cameras to HomeKit. Giving Arlo access to HomeKit data After tapping the Add Cameras to HomeKit button, the app will search your network for a compatible base station. After tapping on the base
station, the app will have you select a Home, followed by the room that you’d like to add your cameras to. These rooms are imported from your pre-existing HomeKit settings, so it’s very straightforward even though the set up occurs “outside” of the Home app. Once a room is selected, you’ll see a popup requesting to
allow the Arlo App to add the Bridge (Arlo Base Station) to your Home. Once you tap Continue, the base station will be added to your home as a HomeKit hub. The next step is to configure any cameras connected to your base station. Arlo Pro 2 cameras include two primary functions — they can act as a standard
camera for viewing at any time, and they can also act as a motion sensor to trigger automation. The Home app allows you to rename the viewing and motion functions independently of one another. Users also have the ability to reassign cameras to specific rooms and include cameras in favorites for display on the Home
tab within the Home app. Arlo Pro 2 HomeKit support It is so nice to finally be able to access my Arlo cameras within the Home app. I can view a preview of any cameras I have set up within the Home app as a favorite, allowing me to gain a quick glance of everything that’s happening on the premises at any given time.
Preview cameras via the Favorites tab Of course, you can also tap on any of the cameras for a live view at any time. It should be noted that iOS 12’s HomeKit camera live view interface is a bit more limited than what you’ll find in iOS 13. iOS 12’s HomeKit live camera view interface With iOS 13 you can quickly toggle
between any cameras configured via a handy drop-down menu. Another nice thing about the live feed interface in iOS 13 is that you can easily access any other HomeKit accessories within the same room with a tap of the room button in the bottom right-hand corner. This is handy, for instance, if you detect motion in a
room, and want to quickly turn on a light in the same room. The iOS 13 HomeKit live camera interface is a bit more feature dense Siri support means that I can simply say “Hey Siri, show me the Office camera” and Siri will quickly launch the Home app with a live view of the camera. Another great feature is the interactive
notifications. When a camera detects motion, a notification will display that includes a live camera feed should you wish to quickly view it. Similar notifications have been long available within the Arlo app, but it’s nice to have such functionality within the native Home app. Notifications provide a preview of the current
scene But the most important thing about HomeKit support with Arlo camera is how it allows you to interact with other HomeKit-enabled devices. Previously Arlo cameras were more or less quarantined from the rest of the HomeKit-enabled smart devices, which limited the potential and usefulness of these cameras. For
example, without HomeKit support, I couldn’t make my Philips Hue light turn on when my Arlo Pro 2 camera detected motion at night. With HomeKit support now in tow, such combinations are a real possibility. There’s still a place for the Arlo app That’s not to say that HomeKit support will entirely supplant the need for
the Arlo app. There remain many functions that remain useful for Arlo app users — general configuration and optimization, to the ability to utilize features like the two-way radios, to the lack of support for other devices like the Arlo Ultra and security lights within the Home app. The most obvious difference between the two
is the inability to save or view recordings directly from the Home app. Although the Home app provides real-time monitoring, it’s the DVR functionality that makes a security-oriented camera system like the Arlo so effective. Apple announced that it is expanding its support for security cameras in iOS 13 with HomeKit
Secure Video, a feature that’s separate from generic HomeKit camera support. Not only will this new service include privacy enhancements, but it will also allow supported cameras to save 10 days of recordings to iCloud at no extra charge for 200GB and 2TB iCloud storage tier subscribers. Whether or not current-get
Arlo cameras will eventually support HomeKit Secure Video is anyone’s guess, but I won’t be holding my breath. Arlo makes money from subscriptions that include DVR, so there may be little incentive for them to support HomeKit Secure Video. As of now, there is currently a limited list of camera makers — Logitech,
Eufy, Netatmo, and Robin — that will include support for HomeKit Secure Video in some of their current and upcoming products. Logitech recently announced that its currently-available Circle 2 Wired Security Camera would eventually gain support. 9to5Mac’s Take It took a long time, but HomeKit support for the Arlo Pro
and Arlo Pro 2 is finally here. Such support won’t eliminate the need for the full Arlo app, but being able to quickly view real-time camera views via Siri, and having the ability to integrate cameras within the rest of the HomeKit setup is a nice first step and a welcomed addition. Here’s hoping that Arlo can get other devices
up and running with HomeKit support as well, most notably, the 4K-enabled Arlo Ultra that we recently reviewed. What are your thoughts on the Arlo Pro and Arlo Pro 2 finally gaining HomeKit support? Sound off down below in the comments with your thoughts. FTC: We use income earning auto affiliate links. More.
Check out 9to5Mac on YouTube for more Apple news: Arlo is the worldwide leader in Smart Home Security, and the creator of the world’s first ever 100% wire-free, weatherproof 4K UHD security camera.Arlo security devices make it simple to protect and connect what matters most. Stream live video, play recorded
clips, easily arm and disarm your system, and stay aware of what’s happening. And, with Arlo Smart and Rich Notifications, take immediate action on alerts without unlocking your phone.Arlo even works with Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, SmartThings and IFTTT so you can build a safer and smarter home.
Improvements in Arlo App 3.2 include: - Animated Preview - Gain a better understanding of what triggered an event. View a short video summary from your phone’s locked screen, to determine if you need to take action. Available for Arlo Smart users. - Ability to remove Arlo devices from Geo Fencing - General stability
and performance improvements - General bug fixes My wife and I use Arlo Baby primary on our smartphones. Pros: We are impressed with the video quality. We use the music and light features to stimulate our baby before he gets out of his crib. This is a part of his morning daily routine which allows him to ease into
getting up and give us a few extra minutes to get his bottle ready. Also being able to view the room from anywhere on your smart devices when you are away from the home is a clear advantage from other stand-alone baby monitors. This comes in handy when you have a babysitter for a night out or might be doing work
around the house in areas where wifi signal is week or non-existent. Cons: The live feed does take a few seconds to load (10-20 sec) which may not seem like a lot but can sometimes be frustrating when you just want to pop-in to take a quick look at your little one. The most annoying thing about the app is that every
10th time you open the app there is an ad to promote some paid Arlo premium feature like Arlo smart. Before you can view the live feed of the room you have to click past it. I find this to be a major turn off and considering regulate two-way monitors don’t do this, it sets Arlo baby a part, in a negative way. I haven’t found a
way to opt out of seeing these Ads but I would suggest to Arlo to at least provide such a way to do so or stop the Ad creep altogether. Hi BrownPartyof3,Thanks for sharing your experience with the Arlo app. If you're not able to view your live feed properly, refer to this article to learn how to troubleshoot: . If you need
further assistance, please contact our support team at . Our team will be more than happy to help you further.And your feedback about seeing advertisements will be provided to our development team. We appreciate your patience and understanding.Best regards,Arlo Team When the system is working it works
beautifully providing excellent video quality! I have two concerns that bother me somewhat: I have to reload the app several times a month when recorded events are cataloged but the video is brown and won’t play. After deleting the app and reloading it works well. I would prefer that the activity detection actually works
when I’m running on battery power. If it did just limit activity detection to the activity zone that would be fantastic however any movement anywhere in the field of view whatsoever triggers a recording. That’s not all bad but I would prefer that it worked properly on battery power. A couple of times now I’ve had a problem
with the hub going off line and others around the country have told me that their hubs were off/disabled at the same time so apparently there is some sort of system problem at all those facilities somewhere. I thought my hub was bad; nothing I tried worked even though I followed support instructions implicitly for a couple
of hours each time. Don’t get me wrong though. I wouldn’t trade for my system. I just wish these little things were properly addressed and fixed fairly soon. Otherwise I certainly would have given a five star rating versus three stars. I chose Arlo because I found Netgear equipment to be outstanding and I’ve had very little
experience with competitive equipment. After my all my time/efforts and my $400+ investment into Arlo i was frustrated to find: The app needs much improvement! I was faced with multiple recent scary situations where someone I didn’t know approached my door after i installed my Arlo pro 3 system and my biggest
issue was I couldn’t connect to the cameras to speak to them through the app and question who they were or what they wanted and most times you get notified it’s almost well after the persons been standing at the front door for a few moments. They also need to add to the app a way to allow you to set different
notification sounds for the Arlo alerts because It sounds exactly like all my other notifications so there’s no way to distinguish this from my other less important apps. They also need to figure out a different system for how the batteries in the camera are charged and replaced although the batteries do last a decent amount
of time between charges having to change the batteries every so often is a large pain and inconvenience especially for people that have placed the cameras in high positions on their homes. Don’t even get me started on how expensive the reoccurring monthly charges are either for it to operate like it should. I’m giving it
the two stars because the cameras actually record nice quality videos and the sound is good too, I have mine recording in 2K. The developer, Arlo Technologies Inc., indicated that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The
following data may be used to track you across apps and websites owned by other companies: The following data may be collected and linked to your identity: Location Contact Info User Content Identifiers Usage Data Diagnostics The following data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Privacy practices
may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn More Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy
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